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Abstract: A novel lossy-forward (LF) cooperative communication scheme

based on the decode-and-forward (DF) protocol allowing source-relay link

errors is proposed recently. The LF relaying scheme always allows the relay

to forward the decoded information to the destination even though it may

contain errors. The knowledge of the correlation between received informa-

tion sequences is exploited in the decoding process at the destination to

improve the system performance. In this paper, we derive exact expressions

of the outage probability upper bound for a two-way LF relay system over

Rician fading channels with random K-factor. The K-factor follows empiri-

cal distributions derived from measurement data. It is found that the two-way

relaying with LF is superior to that with DF scheme in terms of the outage

performance.
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1 Introduction

Two-way (TW) relaying for bidirectional communications has attracted great

interests due to its spectral efficiency gain compared to one-way relaying. Some

relaying protocols, e.g., amplify-and-forward (AF), compress-and-forward (CF),

and decode-and-forward (DF), have been considered for their utilization in TW

relaying [1]. In [2], a novel lossy-forward (LF) relaying scheme, which was

developed based on the DF relaying, has been proposed. The basic idea behind

the LF relaying is the relay system, as a whole, can be seen as a distributed turbo

code, and hence it can achieve turbo-cliff-like bit-error-rate (BER) performance in

additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels [3]. Prior studies on the LF

relaying only focus on one-way relaying, and TW with the LF relaying has not been

considered. In this paper, we study a TW relaying transmission network, where the

LF relaying is performed at the relay node, referred to as (TW-LF) relaying. The

channels experience the Rician fading with random K-factor following the prob-

ability distributions estimated in [4] based on measurement data. The outage

probability upper bound of the TW-LF relaying is theoretically derived by a

multi-fold integral over the achievable rate region determined by the theorem of

source coding with side information. It is shown that the outage performance

averaged over distribution of random K-factor can be worse than that with fixed

distribution mean K-factor.

2 System model

The system model is shown in Fig. 1(a), where two nodes, A and B, exchange their

independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) binary information with the help of a

relay node R. During the first time slot, A and B encode their own information

sequences uA and uB separately, and send them to R simultaneously over a multiple

access channel (MAC). uA and uB are also broadcast to B and A, respectively.

During the second time slot, R decodes the information from A and B, and

performs the exclusive-or (XOR) operation on the decoded binary information

sequences ûA and ûB. Then, the relay re-encodes, and broadcasts the resulting

sequence to A and B in a broadcast channel. We consider successive interference

cancellation is adopted and therefore each node can obtain its desired signal only.

The channel coefficient hi;j between two nodes, i and j follows the Rician

distribution with the K-factor Ki;jði; j 2 ðA;B;RÞ; i ≠ jÞ. The joint probability

density function (PDF) and joint cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the

Rician distributed instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) �i;j and the random

K-factor is denoted as p�i;jð�i;j;Ki;jÞ and F�i;jð�i;j;Ki;jÞ ¼ F�i;jð�i;jjKi;jÞpKi;j
ðKi;jÞ,

respectively. The PDF of K-factor pKi;j
ðKi;jÞ is represented by either logistic

distribution plogðKÞ or normal distribution pnorðKÞ, which are found to be well-fit

models in [4].
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3 Outage probabilities

The two-way relay system fails in achieving reliable communication if at least one

of destination nodes (A or B) is in outage. The overall outage event EO is, therefore,

defined as EO ¼ EOA
S EOB, where EOA and EOB represent the outage event for A

and B, respectively. With the symmetric system topology setup, we only focus on

the derivation of EOA.
First, we calculate the probability of the outage event for uA and uB occurring

at the first MAC time slot. It is obvious that for the first time slot transmission, the

admissible region for fA;Bg-to-R transmission is determined by the MAC rate

region as shown in Fig. 1(b). The inadmissible MAC rate region can be divided

into three sub-regions, D, F, and G, with PD, PF , and PG denoting the probability

that the rate pair ðRc
A; R

c
BÞ falls into the inadmissible regions D, F, and G in

Fig. 1(b), respectively. Rc
x, x 2 ðA;BÞ, denotes the normalized spectrum efficiency

of x-R channel.

From Fig. 1(b), it is found that PF and PD can be expressed as PF ¼
Pr½Rc

A > Cð �A,R
1þ�B,RÞ; Rc

B > Cð �B,R
1þ�A,R Þ; Rc

A þ Rc
B > log2ð1 þ �A,R þ �B,RÞ� and PD ¼

Pr½Rc
A > Cð�A,RÞ; Rc

B � Cð �B,R
1þ�A,RÞ�, where Cð�Þ ≜ log2ð1 þ �Þ.

With the random Rician K-factor, PF and PD are expressed as a set of integrals

with respect to the PDFs of the instantaneous SNRs and K, as1,

PF ¼
Z

KA,R

Z
KB,R

Z 2R
c
A
�1

�A,R¼0
p�A,Rð�A,RjKA,RÞplogðKA,RÞplogðKB,RÞ

� F�B,R½ð22R
c
B � 1Þð1 þ �A,RÞjKB,R�d�A,RdKA,RdKB,R þ

Z
KA,R

Z
KB,RZ 2R

c
B ð2RcA�1Þ

�A,R¼2R
c
A�1

p�A,Rð�A,RjKA,RÞplogðKA,RÞplogðKB,RÞ
�
F�B,R½ð2R

c
AþRc

B

� 1 � �A,RÞjKB,R� � F�B,R

�A,R
2R

c
A � 1

jKB,R

h i�
d�A,RdKA,RdKB,R ; ð1Þ

Fig. 1. (a) System model, and (b) rate region for A-R and B-R
transmissions.

1We set the K-factor of the A-B (B-A) channel at KA,B ¼ KB,A ¼ 0, corresponding to Rayleigh fading. Therefore,
the integrate over KA,B and KB,A can be ignored.
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PD ¼
Z

KA,R

Z
KB,R

Z 2R
c
A�1

�A,R¼0

Z 1

�B,R¼ð22R
c
B
�1Þð1þ�A,RÞ

p�A,Rð�A,RjKA,RÞ

� p�B,Rð�B,RjKB,RÞplogðKA,RÞplogðKB,RÞd�A,Rd�B,RdKA,RdKB,R ; ð2Þ
for the logistic-distributed K-factor. With the normal-distributed K-factor, the

expressions of PD and PF are obtained by replacing plogðKÞ with pnorðKÞ in

Eq. (1) and Eq. (2). PG can be calculated similarly as PD in Eq. (2).

Based on the decoding results for uA and uB at R, the calculation of the outage

probability of EOA, PrðEOAÞ, can be further classified into three cases as: Case 1:

(ûA ≠ uA and ûB ¼ uB) or (ûA ¼ uA and ûB ≠ uB) with which PrðCase 1Þ ¼
PD þ PG; Case 2: ûA ≠ uA and ûB ≠ uB, PrðCase 2Þ ¼ PF; Case 3: ûA ¼ uA and

ûB ¼ uB, PrðCase 3Þ ¼ 1 � PD � PF � PG.

3.1 PrðEOAjCase 1Þ
In Case 1, since the XOR-ed sequences are correlated with the original sources of

A and B, the problem can be regarded as source coding with a helper. The

admissible rate region in this case is illustrated in Fig. 2(a)2. In this case, the

outage probability becomes PrðEOAjCase 1Þ ¼ PM þ PL, where PM and PL are

the probabilities that the source rate pair ðRs
A, R

s
RÞ falls into regions M and L in

Fig. 2(a), respectively.

PM and PL can then be written as [5]

PM ¼
Z

KA,R

Z
KR,B

Z 1

�A,R¼0
F�A,Bð2H½�� � 1Þ½1 � F�R,Bð1;KR,BÞ�

� p�A,Rð�A,RjKA,RÞplogðKA,RÞplogðKR,BÞd�A,RdKR,BdKA,R ; ð3Þ

PL ¼
Z

KA,R

Z
KR,B

Z 1

�A,R¼0

Z 1

�R,B¼0
F�A,Bð2H½�� � 1Þ

� p�R,Bð�R,BjKR,BÞplogðKR,BÞd�R,Bd�A,RdKR,BdKA,R ; ð4Þ
where H½x� ¼ �x log2 x � ð1 � xÞ log2ð1 � xÞ, with its inverse function H�1½x�, and
�ið�i;jÞ ¼ H�1½1 � Cð�i;jÞ�.

Fig. 2. Rate region for A-B and R-B transmissions.

2Let � ¼ �Að�A,RÞ � �Bð�B,RÞ and � ¼ � � �Rð�R,BÞ, where �ið�i;jÞ, i; j 2 fA;B;Rg is the error rate of the
corresponding i-j link. The operation a � b is defined as að1 � bÞ þ bð1 � aÞ.
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3.2 PrðEOAjCase 2Þ
In this case, we ignore the influence of the helper, and the outage probability only

depends on the direct A-B link transmission, as

PrðEOAjCase 2Þ ¼
Z 2R

c
A�1

�A,B¼0
p�A,Bð�A,BÞd�A,B: ð5Þ

Note that in Case 2 we do not consider the impact of the errors occurred in the

A-R and B-R links, even though the XOR-ed ûA � ûB still may make contribution

for recovering uA at B. Therefore, the overall outage probability calculated in this

paper upper bounds the performance of the practical signaling schemes.

3.3 PrðEOAjCase 3Þ
For Case 3, the admissible rate region of Rs

A and Rs
R is shown in Fig. 2(b). The

outage occurs when ðRs
A; R

s
RÞ falls into the inadmissible rate region J in Fig. 2(b),

with probability PrðEOAjCase 3Þ ¼ PJ . Therefore, we have

PJ ¼
Z

KA,R

Z
KR,B

Z 1

�R,B¼0
F�A,Bð21�Cð�R,BÞ � 1Þ½1 � F�A,Rð1;KA,RÞ�

� p�R,Bð�R,BjKR,BÞplogðKA,RÞplogðKR,BÞd�R,BdKR,BdKA,R : ð6Þ
The outage probability of EOA is given as PrðEOAÞ ¼ PrðEOAjCase 1Þ PrðCase 1Þ þ
PrðEOAjCase 2Þ PrðCase 2Þ þ PrðEOAjCase 3Þ PrðCase 3Þ. The overall outage prob-

ability of the TW-LF can be expressed as PrðEOÞ ¼ 1 � ½1 � PrðEOAÞ� � ½1 �
PrðEOBÞ�, assuming that the outage occurrence for A and B are independent.

PrðEOBÞ can be obtained by following the similar calculations as those for PrðEOAÞ.

4 Numerical results

The outage curves of TW-LF with random and fixed K-factor are demonstrated in

Fig. 3(b). The mean μ and variance �2 of the normal and logistic distributions

follow the measurement data from urban, suburban, and rural areas [4], as shown in

Fig. 3(a). It can be found from Fig. 3(b) that the outage curves with the Rician

K-factor following the normal distribution are close to those with fixed K with the

values being approximately equal to the measured mean value of the normal

distribution. However, the outage probability with the Rician K-factor following

the logistic distribution is far apart from those with the mean of the logistic

distribution. It is also found that the outage performance with fixed K-factor

(distribution means) are slightly better than those averaged over the distributions

of random K-factor.

Fig. 3(c) compares the outage performance of the TW-LF and TW-DF relaying.

With the TW-DF relaying, the relay keeps silent if error is detected after decoding.

Since the outage performance of TW-DF in urban, suburban, and rural areas are

almost the same, we only plot the outage curves of the TW-DF relaying in rural area

with Rican K-factor following the normal and logistic distributions. It is found that

the outage probability of TW-LF is lower to that of TW-DF with either normal- or

logistic-distributed K-factor.© IEICE 2017
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5 Conclusion

We analyzed the outage probability of the TW-LF relaying with random K-factor of

the Rician fading channels. The numerical result revealed that the outage proba-

bility derived assuming normal-distributed random K-factor matches that derived

assuming the constant distribution mean K-factor. We also found that this is not the

case with the logistic distribution. However, the outage performance averaged over

distribution of random K-factor is worse than that with fixed distribution mean

K-factor. Moreover, compared to TW-DF, the TW-LF relaying is found to achieve

lower outage probability.

Fig. 3. (a) Measurement data, and comparison of the outage probability
of the TW-LF with random K-factor with (b) fixed K-factor,
and (c) TW-DF.
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